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About E-Control

E-Control
Æ is the Austrian regulatory authority for the electricity and natural gas
market
Æ has several legal competences as regards the Austrian green
electricity support scheme
Æ is responsible for monitoring the Austrian disclosure system
Æ is Issuing Body for RECS certificates and GOs in Austria and member
of the Association of Issuing Bodies (AIB)
Æ operates the Austrian guarantee of origin database

Recommendation for scope of the GO
Æ A GO is an instrument and not a system
Æ A GOCHE is an instrument that can be used for several purposes:
a)
b)
c)
d)

it enables flexible mechanisms for target counting
it facilitates the settlement of support schemes
it facilitates trade (with electricity) from renewable energy sources
it enables a fair, full and transparent (electricity) disclosure scheme

Æ Especially a GOE shall be used for all purposes mentioned above and shall not
be restricted to a) and b)
Æ A GOE shall be issued for each MWh that is dispatched via the public grid
Æ A GO shall receive an earmark when the associated energy received public
support
Æ For the purpose of disclosure a GO may always be transferred cross-border by
persons if the associated energy did not receive public support
Æ Use electronic database systems only that are connected via a hub (like the
ETS scheme)

The old vs. the new GO regime
Æ Directive 2001/77/EC states:
However, to facilitate trade in electricity produced from renewable
energy sources and to increase transparency for the consumer’s
choice between electricity produced from non-renewable end
electricity produced from renewable energy sources, the
guarantee of origin of such electricity is necessary.
Following this provision, the GO under the current legislative
framework is an instrument that is best suited for the use for
disclosure purposes.

Æ New proposal
Uses GOs as an instrument for target counting and for facilitating
transparency in support schemes

Æ The new provisions establish a change in paradigm for the use
of GOs
Well established systems using the GO as an instrument for
demand side driven policy issues (RESE trade, disclosure, green
labels, etc.) are not taken into consideration by the new proposal
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Development of Austrian GO system
2001
Æ Legal obligation to establish a disclosure system
2003
Æ Austrian Green Electricity Act enters into force Æ provisions for GO (Austria is
the first country to introduce GO legislation under Directive 2001/77/EC)
Æ Amendment of Austrian Electricity Act Æ new and better legislation concerning
the disclosure obligation Æ E-Control becomes responsible for the monitoring of
the Austrian disclosure scheme
Æ E-Control establishes the Austrian GO database
2005
Æ Increasing figures in international GO trade
Æ GO become the most used certificate type for disclosure in Austria
2006
Æ GO database covers > 90% of Austrian RES-E production
Æ GO database also contains GO from fossil sources
Æ Increasing figures in international trade
2007/2008
Æ Austrian GO database connected to the AIB hub!

Some figures - 1/2 - Austrian GO

Some figures - 1/2 - Austrian GO

Usage of GO in Austria
GOs used are used in Austria
Æ as an instrument to facilitate trade of electricity produced from
renewable energy sources;
Æ as an instrument for disclosure;
Æ as a transparency instrument for the national RESE support
scheme (GOs of electricity that received public support are
earmarked)
Æ as an instrument for target counting (GOs issued are used for
the Austrian electricity statistics; but they are not used as a
flexible instrument yet)

Multi purposes of a GO

A GO could contain different tags for different purposes of different users
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Recommendation for scope of the GO
Æ A GOCHE is an instrument that can be used for several purposes:
it enables flexible mechanisms for target counting
it facilitates the settlement of support schemes
it facilitates trade (with electricity) from renewable energy sources
it enables a fair, full and transparent (electricity) disclosure scheme

Æ Especially a GOE shall be used for all purposes mentioned above and shall not
be restricted to a) and b)
Æ A GOE shall be issued for each MWh that is dispatched via the public grid
Æ A GO shall receive an earmark when the associated energy received public
support
Æ For the purpose of disclosure a GO may always be transferred cross-border by
persons if the associated energy did not receive public support
Æ Use electronic database systems only that are connected via a hub (like the
ETS scheme)

Advantages of the proposed system

Æ Flexible (bundling, unbundling; parallel and sequential cancellation)
Æ Transparent (electronic databases connected via a hub)
Æ Effective (a EU-wide harmonised instrument)
Æ Efficient (low transaction costs Æ a single system uses the one
infrastructure; serves at the same time as an instrument for
governments; for producers; for suppliers and for consumers)
Æ Fraud resistant (no different certificate types with different authorisation
and metering procedures, etc.; harmonised calculation methods)
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